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I live in a close-knit neighborhood.
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I can trust my neighbors.
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My neighbors don't get along.
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My neighbors' interests and
 concerns are important to me.
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If there was a serious problem 
in my neighborhood, the residents would 
get together to solve it.
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How many of your neighbors
 are your friends?
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How often do you visit your neighbors?
Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Annually
Never
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How often do you do favors 
for your neighbors?
Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Annually
Never
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If you could live where 
you want, would you....
Stay at your 
current 
address
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Move 
outside of 
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Quality of Life in your Neighborhood
not Good
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Sense of Belonging in your Neighborhood
1 – low
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10 – high

Vacant Land
Unsupervised Teenagers
Feeling Crow ded
Crime
Trash
Smells
Vacant Houses
Graffiti
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Neighborhood Problems 
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